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Plastic bottle: all custom design bottle with different shapes and sizes
Plastic cap: all custom design jar with different shapes and sizes
material can be PP, HDPE, PET, PS, PCTG, PETG, LDPE

Advantages

Our plastic bottles includes two series
All the material is environmental friendly and recyclable

Sprayer is tested by automatic non-spill testing machine
 Our bottles can be supplied a wide range of capacity
 Meanwhile, we can produce according to clients' designs and requirements
 Possible, we can open new mold matching clients' new design
 Screen or silk printing service, label service (paper sticker and plastic sticker)
 Screen or silk printing: better for 1-2 colors design
 Paper sticker: colorful based background, better for more than 3 colors design
Plastic sticker: clear or white based background, better for 1-3 colors design



Advanced Equipment and EO Sterilization

Customized

1.color customized: Customer need to provide standard color for
us we will make sample and send to you to confirm.
2.Logo customized: Customer need to provide artwork files, we
will send you to confirm after we finish the sample.
3.Individual package customized: Customer need to provide
artwork design, then we design it as per your art wok, after we
finish design, we will send to you for confirmation by e-mail.

Service We Provide

Packaging

Product Line

Logistics

Exhibition and Customers:

Our Honor

FAQ
What’s material plastic you can do?

material can be PP, HDPE, PET, PS, PCTG, PETG, LDPE

Do you sell from stocks?

Yes, If the bottles we dont have , we will open mold if our clients believe us

How should I start with a OEM design (custom design)?
You need to give us a design or a real sample, then we offer to you

What do you need to make a new mold for new bottle?

You need to provide rough shape and size information or send us one
sample or the draft.

If there is a problem what is the solution?
Pls contact us as soon as possible , and take a picture to show th
e details clearly .We would deal with it . If the bottle is defective.
We would replace them by 1 :1
Our Main Market
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